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A B S T R A C T   

A Mediterranean diet and intentional weight loss each positively affect cognitive functioning. Combining both 
could produce synergistic effects on cognition. The purpose of this study is to compare a Mediterranean diet 
lifestyle intervention with and without caloric restriction versus control on cognition, lifestyle, and car-
diometabolic disease. In a three-arm trial conducted between 2017 and 2020 in Chicago, one hundred and eight- 
five, 55–85-year-old, predominately non-Hispanic black females with obesity were randomized (2:2:1) to an 8- 
month Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction intervention, Mediterranean diet alone, or control. The primary 
outcome was change from baseline to post-intervention in cognitive composite scores: attention, information & 
processing; executive function; and learning, memory, & recognition. Secondary outcomes were weight, lifestyle 
and cardiometabolic markers. The 8-month Mediterranean diet interventions did not significantly affect cogni-
tion. Adherence to a Mediterranean diet improved more in the Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction arm 
(mean [SE] score change, +6.3 [0.7] points) and Mediterranean diet alone arm (+4.8 [0.7] points) relative to 
controls (+0.6 [0.9] points). Mean weight loss was greater among the Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction 
arm (− 4.6 [0.6] kg) compared to the Mediterranean diet alone (− 2.6 [0.6] kg) and control arms (− 0.6 [0.7] kg). 
The interventions did not affect activity or cardiometabolic risk markers; although, fasting insulin did decline in 
the Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction arm relative to the Mediterranean diet alone and control arms. A 
Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention with and without caloric restriction did not significantly affect cognitive 
function compared to controls. The Mediterranean diet interventions, however, significantly affected diet quality 
and body weight.   

1. Introduction 

Excess body fat, lifestyle factors including diet and physical activity, 
and cardiometabolic disorders are risk factors for cognitive decline and 

dementia (van den Brink et al., 2019; Veronese et al., 2017; Norton 
et al., 2014; Tönnies and Trushina, 2017). There are racial inequities in 
cognitive health in the U.S. with non-Hispanic blacks more likely than 
non-Hispanic whites to suffer from cognitive impairment, Alzheimer’s, 
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and related dementias (Shadlen et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2004; Rovner 
et al., 2013; Steenland et al., 2016). Non-Hispanic blacks also have 
disproportionate exposure to risk factors for cognitive decline and de-
mentia including poor diet quality and a higher prevalence of obesity 
and cardiometabolic diseases (Ogden et al., 2020; Saab et al., 2015; 
Lackland, 2014; Neeland et al., 2013). There are currently no efficacious 
pharmacological treatments to prevent, delay, or treat cognitive decline, 
but lifestyle interventions may show promise in at-risk populations. 

The Mediterranean diet (MedDiet) includes high consumption of 
fruits, vegetables, and olive oil, low intake of animal products, and 
moderate alcohol intake with food (Trichopoulou et al., 2015; Martínez- 
Lapiscina et al., 2013; Buckland et al., 2008). Observational studies have 
examined the relationship between MedDiet adherence and cognitive 
functioning (Gu et al., 2010; Feart and Barberger-Gateau, 2015; Kesse- 
Guyot et al., 2013; Cherbuin and Anstey, 2012; Scarmeas et al., 2006; 
Tangney et al., 2014; Wengreen et al., 2013; Samieri et al., 2013; Titova 
et al., 2013). Some studies show a positive association between adher-
ence to a MedDiet and cognitive function (Gu et al., 2010; Feart and 
Barberger-Gateau, 2015; Tangney et al., 2014; Titova et al., 2013), 
whereas others do not (Kesse-Guyot et al., 2013; Cherbuin and Anstey, 
2012; Samieri et al., 2013). Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) also show 
mixed results, with some reporting no difference in cognition post- 
intervention between groups randomized to a MedDiet versus control 
treatment (e.g., (Knight et al., 2016) and others reporting significant 
cognitive differences between groups (e.g., (Mehta et al., 2004; Rovner 
et al., 2013; Steenland et al., 2016; Ogden et al., 2020; Saab et al., 2015; 
Lackland, 2014; Neeland et al., 2013; Trichopoulou et al., 2015; Mar-
tínez-Lapiscina et al., 2013; Buckland et al., 2008; Gu et al., 2010; Feart 
and Barberger-Gateau, 2015; Kesse-Guyot et al., 2013; Cherbuin and 
Anstey, 2012; Scarmeas et al., 2006; Tangney et al., 2014; Wengreen 
et al., 2013; Samieri et al., 2013; Titova et al., 2013; Knight et al., 2016; 
Valls-Pedret et al., 2015; Wade et al., 2018; Wade et al., 2019)). 

In a meta-analysis of trials focused on intentional weight loss through 
calorie restriction, weight loss among cognitively intact obese, primarily 
older adults, was linked to improved cognitive functioning across 
several domains with similar effects observed in a RCT among obese 
older adults with mild cognitive impairment (Horie et al., 2016). 
However, the effect of intentional weight loss on cognition remains 
equivocal. In a large decade-long RCT of older U.S. adults with type 2 
diabetes, intentional weight loss did not affect the prevalence of 
cognitive impairment at 10-year follow-up (Espeland et al., 2017). 
Moreover, in a sub-study from the same trial, engagement in the 
behavioral weight loss intervention was associated with deficits in 
processing speed and long-term memory relative to controls at 10-year 
follow-up (Espeland et al., 2018). However, these results should be 
interpreted with caution given the cognitive assessments occurred after 
the interventions commenced. 

Adherence to a MedDiet and intentional weight loss through caloric 
restriction each show important positive effects on risk indicators of 
cardiometabolic disease, including insulin resistance, blood lipids, blood 
pressure, and systemic inflammation (Schwingshackl and Hoffmann, 
2014; Abd El-Kader and Al-Dahr, 2016; Esposito et al., 2003; Ard et al., 
2018; Pedersen et al., 2019; Papadaki et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021; 
Filippou et al., 2021). These physiological adaptations likely account for 
the cognitive benefit observed in some of the studies highlighted 
Therefore, combining a MedDiet with caloric restriction for intentional 
weight loss could have a synergistic effect on cardiometabolic health 
leading to greater cognitive improvement than either intervention 
alone. To our knowledge, no RCT has evaluated and reported on the 
efficacy of this combined approach among primarily non-Hispanic black 
older adults with obesity while also assessing related biological 
underpinnings. 

We conducted a RCT to compare the effect of a MedDiet alone life-
style intervention and a MedDiet plus caloric restriction lifestyle inter-
vention compared to control on cognition, lifestyle, and risk indicators 
for cardiometabolic disease among older adult, predominantly non- 

Hispanic black females with obesity. We hypothesized that partici-
pants in the MedDiet alone and MedDiet plus caloric restriction lifestyle 
interventions would show improved cognition as well as improvements 
in diet quality and risk indicators for cardiometabolic disease compared 
to the control group. We also hypothesized that the greatest effects on 
cognition would be observed in the MedDiet plus caloric restriction 
lifestyle intervention group, given the benefit of intentional weight loss. 

2. Methods 

The trial design, including methodology, inclusion and exclusion 
criteria and detailed baseline characteristics of the study cohort, have 
been published elsewhere and are summarized below (Tussing-Hum-
phreys et al., 2017; Sanchez-Flack et al., 2021). The trial is registered at 
clinicaltrials.gov (NCT03129048). Participants were followed for 14 
months; this article presents findings following the completion of the 8- 
month active intervention phase. 

2.1. Study population 

We conducted the Building Research in Diet and Cognition study 
between January 2017 and October 2020 at several community sites in 
Chicago, Illinois. Participants were recruited using passive and active 
strategies including, advertising in local neighborhoods and pre-
sentations in senior facilities. Participants from a previous study who 
had agreed to be contacted for future research were also recruited 
(Hughes et al., 2020). Potential participants were screened by phone and 
in-person. Individuals included were 55–85 years old, body mass index 
(BMI) 30–50 kg/m2, Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) score ≥ 19, 
MedDiet adherence screener score ≤ 6 out of 13 indicating that they 
were less than 50 % adherent to a MedDiet pattern (Martínez-González 
et al., 2012), and English-speaking. Exclusion criteria has been discussed 
elsewhere (Tussing-Humphreys et al., 2017) and included inability to 
exercise based on the EASY screener (Ory et al., 2005), hemoglobin A1c 
(HbA1c) > 9 % from a blood sample obtained during a screening visit, 
significant health conditions including autoimmune diseases, and severe 
pulmonary, cardiovascular, hepatic or renal diseases, Warfarin use, se-
vere neurological or psychiatric condition, bariatric surgery, concurrent 
enrollment in a formal weight loss program or participation in cognitive 
research in the past 12 months. The protocol was approved by the 
University of Illinois Chicago Institutional Review Board (#2016–0258), 
and written informed consent was obtained from all participants. 

2.2. Randomization and intervention groups 

The study was conducted in three cohorts of approximately 60 par-
ticipants each. Participants were randomized by a statistician in a 2:2:1 
ratio to Mediterranean diet alone lifestyle intervention, Mediterranean 
diet plus caloric restriction lifestyle intervention or control. Randomi-
zation was stratified by cohort, age (55–69 and 70–85 years), and 
baseline MoCA score (19–25 and 26–30) to ensure that the groups were 
approximately balanced with respect to the stratification variables. The 
stratified block randomization sequence, with a block size of 5, was 
created in SAS and imported into the Research Electronic Data Capture 
(REDCap) randomization module. The data manager, who had no con-
tact with participants, used the randomization module to assign par-
ticipants to the intervention groups. Research staff conducting cognitive 
interviews were blinded to allocation. 

2.3. Interventions 

The MedDiet alone lifestyle intervention and MedDiet plus caloric 
restriction lifestyle intervention participants met for 26 sessions (only 25 
sessions were offered in the third cohort due to timing of the fall/winter 
holidays) including 1 individual in-person session with a nutrition 
professional that was assigned to the specific intervention arm and 25 in- 
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person group sessions that were held weekly at a community location 
over an 8-month period. The Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 1982; 
Bandura, 1989) and Social Determination Theory (Ryan and Deci, 2000) 
were used to guide the development of the manualized interventions. 
Participants in both MedDiet groups received almonds (enough to 
consume 1 oz daily) and extra virgin olive oil (enough to consume 3 
tablespoons daily) that were donated to the study (Almond Board of 
California & John Healy Columbus Vegetable Oil Company). Interven-
tion instructor training and session content are described elsewhere 
(Tussing-Humphreys et al., 2017). 

2.3.1. Mediterranean diet alone lifestyle intervention 
Participants were instructed to adhere to an isocaloric MedDiet using 

an adapted exchange list during the initial one-on-one session (Djuric 
et al., 2008). During group sessions (60 min), participants engaged in 
didactic and hands-on (e.g., meal prep) training to accommodate 
adoption, adherence, and maintenance of a MedDiet pattern. Partici-
pants in this group were asked to maintain their baseline body weight 
and physical activity pattern. 

2.3.2. Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction lifestyle intervention 
Participants were instructed to adhere to a calorie restricted (~25 % 

kcal restricted to achieve ~5-7 % weight loss) MedDiet during the initial 
one-on-one session. Like the MedDiet alone lifestyle intervention arm, 
an exchange list approach was used to facilitate adoption and adherence 
to the diet pattern. Participants were also instructed to gradually in-
crease moderate to vigorous physical activity to a goal of 150 min 
weekly. Group sessions (90 min) were like the MedDiet alone inter-
vention but included additional session content focused on weight loss 
through caloric restriction and increasing physical activity to meet 
prescribed recommendations. MedDiet plus caloric restriction group 
sessions also offered 30 min of supervised physical activity including 
stretching, flexibility and moderate cardiovascular exercise led by a 
certified exercise instructor. 

2.3.3. Control 
Participants met one-on-one with the control nutrition professional 

for 60 min to review procedures for the study. No dietary or physical 
activity recommendations were offered. Participants were provided 
with weekly general health education materials (newsletters). Upon 
completion of the study, control participants were offered a one-on-one 
session with the MedDiet plus caloric restriction dietitian and provided 
the curriculum in a self-directed format. 

2.4. Outcome measures 

2.4.1. Primary outcome 
Cognition. The primary study outcome was change in cognition 

across three domains from baseline to the end of the 8-month active 
interventions. Cognitive interviews were performed by a trained inter-
viewer blinded to the participant’s randomization assignment with the 
participant in a post-prandial state. Separate domain-specific composite 
scores were calculated for attention, information, & processing; execu-
tive function; and learning, memory, & recognition. 

Attention, information & processing (AIP). The AIP cognitive 
domain was assessed via raw scores from the Digit Span Forward subtest 
and the Digit Symbol subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale – 
IV (Wechsler, 1955) time to completion on Part A of the Trail Making 
Test (TMT), (Reitan et al., 1988) and raw scores from the Stroop word 
and color subtests (Stroop, 1935). 

Executive function (EF). The EF cognitive domain was assessed 
using the raw scores from the Digit Span Backward and Sequencing 
subtests of the WAIS-IV, TMT Part B time to completion, total correct 
words produced on letter fluency (Lezak et al., 2004) and the Stroop 
Color-Word Interference score (Stroop, 1935). 

Learning, memory & recognition (LMR). The LMR cognitive domain 

was assessed using three measures from the California Verbal Learning 
Test – II (CVLT-II): total recall across the 5 learning trials, total delay free 
recall, and recognition discriminability scores (Delis, 2000). 

Cognitive composite scores. A composite score was created for each 
of the three domains outlined above (AIP, EF, and LMR) by converting 
the relevant raw scores to z-scores, then taking the mean of the z-scores. 
The z-scores for the TMT Parts A and B were multiplied by − 1 so that a 
higher z-score indicate better performance to be consistent with all other 
individual z-scores. The 8-month z-scores were created using the base-
line means and standard deviations. 

2.5. Secondary outcomes 

Participants completed surveys to determine socio-demographics 
characteristics including race and ethnicity and underwent assess-
ments and provided biospecimen data to assess secondary outcomes 
related to body weight/composition, lifestyle, and cardiometabolic risk 
markers. 

Height, weight, BMI and body composition. Research staff measured 
participant height using a stadiometer and weight using a calibrated 
electronic scale. BMI was calculated from these measurements. Whole 
body composition was assessed using the Lunar iDXA scanner (GE 
Healthcare) with central adiposity estimated by the scanner. 

Habitual diet and Mediterranean diet adherence. Habitual dietary 
intake was estimated using the Harvard Food Frequency Questionnaire 
(HFFQ) (Willett et al., 1985). The HFFQ is a semi-quantitative ques-
tionnaire querying consumption of 131 foods and beverages during the 
previous 12 months. Completed HFFQ surveys were processed by the 
Channing Lab at Harvard University. Adherence to a MedDiet-like pattern. 
Data from the HFFQ were used to calculate a MedDiet adherence score. 
The MedDiet score, first developed by Panagiotakos et al. (2007) and 
later modified for a Chicago-based population by Tangney et al. (2011) 
was adapted further for applicability to the HFFQ variables and data. 
Briefly, food and beverage items from the HFFQ used to create adher-
ence scores (0–5) for 11 components included: non-refined grains 
(summary variable included in the HFFQ output file), potatoes (1 item), 
fruit (19 items), vegetables (24 items), legumes and nuts (8 items), fish 
(4 items), red meat and processed meat (12 items), poultry (3 items), 
full-fat dairy products (8 items), olive oil (3 items), alcohol (milliliters 
per week based on 5 items). The score ranges from 0 to 55 points, with 5 
points maximum for each component awarded for full compliance and 
scores scaled proportionately based on intake. For example, for non- 
refined grains, those consuming 33 or more servings weekly received 
5 points, 19–32 servings 4 points, 13–18 servings 3 points, 7–12 servings 
2 points, 1–6 servings 1 point and consuming 0 servings 0 points. 

Physical activity. Participants were asked to wear a wrist triaxial 
accelerometer for 7 days at each assessment point to determine mod-
erate to vigorous physical activity (Kamada et al., 2016). Participants 
were asked to wear the accelerometer on their non-dominant wrist for 7 
days. Data were included if the participant wore the accelerometer for ≥
4 days and ≥ 10 h/day. 

Cardiometabolic risk markers. Systolic and diastolic blood pressure 
were assessed in duplicate using an automated blood pressure monitor 
(Omron HEM-907, Lake Forest, IL) with the participant in a seated po-
sition after sitting quietly for five minutes. 

Blood samples were obtained following a minimum 8 h fast for the 
assessment of total cholesterol, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol, 
low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, triglycerides, glucose, insulin, 
HbA1c and high sensitivity C-reactive protein (hs-CRP) by a local 
commercial lab (Quest Diagnostics, Wood Dale, IL). The homeostasis 
model assessment of insulin resistance (HOMA-IR) was calculated as 
insulin mIU/ml X glucose mg/dl/405 (Matthews et al., 1985). 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Power and sample size estimates were based on data results 
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presented in the ENCORE trial (Blumenthal et al., 2010) with an intent 
to generate separate linear models for the three domain-specific cogni-
tive composite scores. We calculated that at least 180 subjects (72 
Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention, 72 Mediterranean diet plus 
caloric restriction lifestyle intervention, 36 control) assuming 20 % 
attrition using the intention to treat analysis and alpha = 0.05 would 
yield power of about 0.80 to detect treatment effects of 0.32 standard 
deviations between Mediterranean diet groups and control and 0.38 
standard deviations between Mediterranean diet groups for both exec-
utive function and attention, information, & processing (Tussing-Hum-
phreys et al., 2017). Similarly, we estimated for learning, memory, & 
recognition our sample would yield power of 0.80 to detect a treatment 
effect of about 0.35 standard deviations between both Mediterranean 
diet groups and control and 0.44 standard deviations between the 
Mediterranean diet groups. 

We tested for differences in retention between groups using a chi- 
square test and for differences in attendance between Mediterranean 
diet plus caloric restriction lifestyle intervention and Mediterranean diet 
lifestyle intervention using a Wilcoxon rank sum test. To test for inter-
vention effects on cognition and the secondary outcomes, we used 
repeated-measures linear models in SAS Proc Mixed with a fully 

specified (unstructured) covariance matrix and the baseline value 
included in the outcome vector. All models included intervention group, 
visit, and a group*visit interaction term. Cohort, baseline age (contin-
uous), and baseline Montreal Cognitive Assessment score (continuous) 
were included in all models as covariates since they were the stratifi-
cation variables for randomization. In models where the overall 
group*visit term was statistically significant (p <.05), we used SAS 
LSMESTIMATE statements to test for pairwise differences in change 
between groups. 

Three of the secondary outcome variables (insulin, HOMA-IR, and 
triglycerides) were log-transformed to improve normality. The adjusted 
baseline and 8-month means were back-transformed, and their standard 
errors were estimated using the delta method. The adjusted change from 
baseline to post-intervention and the corresponding 95 % confidence 
interval were back-transformed using the method suggested by Laursen 
et al. (2014). 

A repeated-measures analysis using restricted maximum likelihood 
and unstructured covariance has been found to give unbiased estimates 
in cases with missing data, if the data are missing at random (Mal-
linckrodt, 2013). Therefore, our analysis is an intention-to-treat anal-
ysis. All statistical analyses were performed using SAS (SAS Institute, 

Fig. 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) flow diagram.  
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Cary, NC), v9.4. 

3. Results 

3.1. Participant characteristics and attrition 

Of the 258 individuals screened in person, 185 were randomized as 
shown in the CONSORT diagram (Fig. 1) and 163 (88 %) completed 
some and 149 (81 %) completed all the cognitive assessments following 
the 8-month intervention. There was no statistically significant 

difference in attrition between the groups at follow-up (p = 0.36). All 
baseline characteristics had comparable distributions between the 
MedDiet arms and control arm (Table 1). Participants were primarily 
non-Hispanic black (91 %) based on self-report, female (86 %), with 
mean hs-CRP indicative of elevated cardiovascular risk (Malik et al., 
2005) and 67 % reported a diagnosis of hypertension. 

3.2. Intervention participation 

Attendance at group sessions for the MedDiet arms is presented in 

Table 1 
Participant characteristics at baseline.   

Mediterranean diet plus caloric 
restriction lifestyle intervention 
n = 75 

Mediterranean diet lifestyle 
intervention 
n = 73 

Control 
n = 37 

All 
n = 185a 

No cognitive 
data at 
8 months 
n = 36 

Cognitive 
data at 
8 months 
n = 149 

Age at randomization, yr, mean (SD) 65.7 (6.0) 66.2 (6.0) 67.6 (6.5) 66.3 (6.1) 65.8 (6.6) 66.4 (6.0) 
Gender, n (%)       

Female 61 (81.3) 66 (90.4) 32 (86.5) 159 (85.9) 28 (77.8) 131 (87.9) 
Male 14 (18.7) 7 (9.6) 5 (13.5) 26 (14.1) 8 (22.2) 18 (12.1) 

Race, n (%)       
Black or African-American, not 
Hispanic 

69 (92.0) 69 (94.5) 31 (83.8) 169 (91.4) 35 (97.2) 134 (89.9) 

Hispanic 1 (1.3) 1 (1.4) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.1) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.3) 
White, not Hispanic 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 2 (5.4) 2 (1.1) 0 (0.0) 2 (1.3) 
Native American 1 (1.3) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0) 1 (0.5) 1 (2.8) 0 (0.0) 
Multiracial 4 (5.3) 3 (4.1) 4 (10.8) 11 (5.9) 0 (0.0) 11 (7.4) 

Education, yr, mean (SD) 14.8 (2.3) 15.2 (2.5) 15.3 (2.4) 15.1 (2.4) 14.7 (2.6) 15.1 (2.3) 
Highest degree earned, n (%)       

Not HS graduate 1 (1.3) 3 (4.1) 0 (0.0) 4 (2.2) 2 (5.6) 2 (1.4) 
HS graduate 31 (41.3) 24 (32.9) 14 (38.9) 69 (37.5) 14 (38.9) 55 (37.2) 
Associate’s degree 6 (8.0) 9 (12.3) 3 (8.3) 18 (9.8) 4 (11.1) 14 (9.5) 
College graduate 20 (26.7) 11 (15.1) 6 16.7) 37 (20.1) 6 (16.7) 31 (20.9) 
Graduate or professional degree 17 (22.7) 26 (35.6) 13 (36.1) 56 (30.4) 10 (27.8) 46 (31.1) 

Employed full or part-time, n (%) 20 (26.7) 24 (32.9) 8 (21.6) 52 (28.1) 11 (30.6) 41 (27.5) 
Marital status       

Single 17 (22.7) 20 (27.4) 10 (27.0) 47 (25.4) 7 (19.4) 40 (26.8) 
Married 28 (37.3) 14 (19.2) 9 (24.3) 51 (27.6) 14 (38.9) 37 (24.8) 
Widowed 8 (10.7) 14 (19.2) 7 (18.9) 29 (15.7) 9 (25.0) 20 (13.4) 
Divorced 22 (29.3) 25 (34.2) 11 (29.7) 58 (31.4) 6 (16.7) 52 (34.9) 

Income, $, (median, quartile range) 50,000 (40,000) 50,000 (40,000) 50,000 
(20,000) 

50,000 
(40,000) 

50,000 
(50,000) 

50,000 
(20,000) 

Income category, n (%)       
<$20,000 16 (22.2) 16 (22.2) 8 (22.2) 40 (22.2) 7 (20.0) 33 (22.8) 
$20,000–$40,000 18 (25.0) 17 (23.6) 7 (19.4) 42 (23.3) 6 (17.1) 36 (24.8) 
≥$40,000 38 (52.8) 39 (54.2) 21 (58.3) 98 (54.4) 22 (62.9) 76 (52.4) 

Has health insuranceb, n (%) 74 (98.7) 72 (98.6) 37 (100.0) 183 (98.9) 36 (100.0) 147 (98.7) 
Medical conditionsc, n (%)       

High blood pressure 47 (62.7) 50 (68.5) 27 (73.0) 124 (67.0) 24 (66.7) 100 (67.1) 
High cholesterol 28 (37.3) 24 (32.9) 20 (54.1) 72 (38.9) 17 (47.2) 55 (36.9) 
Type 2 diabetes 18 (24.0) 8 (11.0) 4 (10.8) 30 (16.2) 7 (19.4) 23 (15.4) 
Sleep apnea 18 (24.0) 17 (23.3) 11 (29.7) 46 (24.9) 11 (30.6) 35 (23.5) 

Total prescription medications, 
mean (SD) 

2.5 (2.1) 2.7 (2.1) 2.4 (2.0) 2.5 (2.1) 2.8 (2.1) 2.5 (2.1) 

Mediterranean diet screener score 
(0–13)d, mean (SD) 

4.1 (1.3) 4.3 (1.6) 4.3 (1.3) 4.2 (1.4) 3.8 (1.5) 4.3 (1.4) 

Weight, kg, mean (SD) 103.3 (15.9) 99.2 (13.5) 97.5 (13.0) 100.5 (14.5) 104.7 (10.7) 99.5 (15.2) 
Height, cm, mean (SD) 165.0 (8.0) 164.5 (6.3) 164.2 (8.0) 164.6 (7.4) 166.7 (7.8) 164.1 (7.2) 
BMI, kg/m2, mean (SD) 37.9 (5.1) 36.7 (4.6) 36.1 (4.2) 37.1 (4.8) 37.8 (4.7) 36.9 (4.8) 
Percent body fat, mean (SD) 48.0 (6.4) 47.2 (5.9) 47.8 (5.1) 47.7 (6.0) 46.4 (6.9) 48.0 (5.7) 
VAT mass, g, mean (SD) 1689 (803) 1583 (670) 1565 (905) 1621 (774) 1881 (828) 1562 (752) 
Percentage of classes attendede, 

(median, quartile range) 
75.0 (56.0) 70.8 (51.5) na 72.0 (53.3)   

Attendance categories, n (%)   na    
< 25% 18 (24.0) 16 (21.9)  34 (23.0)   
25%-<50% 5 (6.7) 6 (8.2)  11 (7.4)   
50%-<75% 14 (18.7) 16 (21.9)  30 (20.3)   
≥ 75% 38 (50.7) 35 (47.9)  73 (49.3)    

a N=184 for education, prescription medications, and percent body fat,180 for income, and 174 for VAT mass. For attendance, N=148 (Mediterranean diet plus 
caloric restriction lifestyle intervention+ Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention). 

b Medicare, Medicaid, or private insurance. 
c Self-reported, current or past conditions. 
d Screener scores can range from 0 to 13, with higher scores indicating greater adherence. Only those with scores < 7 were eligible for the study. 
e Number of classes used to calculate attendance: 25 for cohorts 1 and 2 and 24 for cohort 3. Wilcoxon rank sum test for difference between groups: p=.98. 
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Table 1. There was no difference in group session attendance by inter-
vention arm. For both groups, almost 70 % of participants attended 50 % 
or more of the sessions, and almost 50 % of participants in both MedDiet 
arms attended 75 % or more of intervention group sessions. 

3.3. Cognitive outcomes 

Changes in standardized cognitive composite scores are presented in 
Table 2 (Supplementary Table 1 reports on the unadjusted results). 
There was no significant group*time interaction for change in AIP, EF, 
or LMR composite scores following the 8-month interventions. We 
explored if response differed in participants with high and low baseline 
MoCA scores by running the repeated measure model separately for each 
grouping and second by using a 3-way interaction term (MoCA cat-
egory*group*visit) to the repeated-measures model. We found no sig-
nificant results by baseline MoCA category for any of the cognitive 
outcomes (data not shown). 

3.4. Secondary outcomes 

3.4.1. Weight loss and body composition 
Change in body weight, BMI, and body composition following the 8- 

month interventions is detailed in Table 3 (Supplementary Table 2 re-
ports on the unadjusted results). There was a significant group*time 
interaction for change in body weight, BMI, % body fat, and estimated 
visceral adipose tissue mass. The MedDiet plus caloric restriction group 
lost significantly more body weight and significantly reduced their BMI 
and % body fat relative to the MedDiet alone and control groups. Both 
MedDiet arms experienced a significant reduction in both body weight 
and BMI compared to the control group. Both MedDiet groups experi-
enced similar and statistically significant reductions in estimated 
visceral adipose tissue mass compared to the control group. However, % 
total body fat was not statistically different among the study arms at the 
post-intervention assessment. 

3.4.2. Mediterranean diet adherence 
MedDiet adherence score changes following the 8-month in-

terventions are presented in Table 3 (Supplementary Table 2 reports the 
unadjusted results). There was a significant group*time interaction for 
change in MedDiet adherence score. Both MedDiet groups increased 
their adherence scores similarly and with statistical and clinical signif-
icance from baseline compared to the control group (Anastasiou et al., 
2017). Their baseline scores were aligned with medium adherence to a 
MedDiet (e.g., (Espeland et al., 2018; Schwingshackl and Hoffmann, 
2014; Esposito et al., 2003; Ard et al., 2018; Pedersen et al., 2019; 
Papadaki et al., 2020; Anastasiou et al., 2017; Psaltopoulou et al., 
2013)), but after the intervention their scores categorized them into the 
highly adherent, cognitively beneficial range and above (i.e., (Wu et al., 

2021; Anastasiou et al., 2017; Psaltopoulou et al., 2013)). 

3.4.3. Physical activity 
Change in moderate to vigorous physical activity is presented in 

Table 3 (Supplementary Table 3 reports the unadjusted results). There 
was no significant group*time interaction for moderate to vigorous 
physical activity following the interventions. 

3.4.4. Cardiometabolic risk markers 
Cardiometabolic risk marker changes are reported in Table 3 (Sup-

plementary Tables 3 & 4 report the unadjusted results). There was a 
significant group*time interaction for change in fasting insulin post- 
intervention with a significant reduction observed in the MedDiet plus 
caloric restriction group relative to the MedDiet alone and control 
groups. There were no significant group*time interactions observed for 
the other cardiometabolic risk markers. 

4. Discussion 

Findings from observational MedDiet, intentional weight loss, and 
cognitive functioning studies need to be confirmed through RCTs to 
establish a causal link between these modifiable factors for successful 
aging. We are unaware of any RCTs that have examined the combined 
effect of MedDiet and caloric restriction on cognition, although several 
have examined the effects of each in isolation. To our knowledge, this 
study is the first RCT to evaluate a MedDiet lifestyle intervention with 
and without caloric restriction on cognitive functioning, lifestyle and 
cardiometabolic health risk among a sample of older, predominately 
non-Hispanic black females with obesity. The results showed no statis-
tical differences in three domains of cognitive functioning despite use of 
a comprehensive neuropsychological battery. Both MedDiet in-
terventions did result, however, in decreased body weight and central 
adiposity and improved diet quality. 

There are several potential explanations for our null cognitive find-
ings. It may be that the benefit of a MedDiet and potential further benefit 
of a combination of a MedDiet and caloric restriction lies in slowing or 
preventing pathological cognitive aging, rather than maintaining 
normal cognitive aging (Feart and Barberger-Gateau, 2015; Chen et al., 
2019). Indeed, several of the RCTs showing a positive effect of a MedDiet 
on cognition were conducted in persons with mild cognitive impairment 
or cardiometabolic disease (Valls-Pedret et al., 2015; Wade et al., 2019; 
Wade et al., 2020). Alternatively, our signal strength may have been 
reduced by using distinct cognitive domain scores rather than a single 
composite score. Several RCTs using a composite score reported positive 
effects of a MedDiet on cognition (Valls-Pedret et al., 2015; Wade et al., 
2019; Wade et al., 2020). However, Knight et al. reported null effects 
after a 6-month MedDiet RCT using cognitive outcomes similar to ours 
(Knight et al., 2016). Specifically, we clearly delineated between AIP 

Table 2 
Adjusted mean change in cognitive composites from baseline to end of the 8-month interventions.   

Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction 
lifestyle intervention 

Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention Control   

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Group * 
Time 

Outcome Measure Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) pc 

Attention, Information & 
Processing Composite 

− 0.02 (0.07) 0.04 (− 0.05 to 0.13) − 0.01 (0.07) 0.06 (− 0.03 to 0.15) 0.07 (0.10) 0.14 (0.03 to 0.26) 0.36 

Executive Function 
Composite 

0.08 (0.06) 0.10 (− 0.00 to 0.20) − 0.09 (0.06) 0.10 (0.00 to 0.20) 0.04 (0.09) 0.18 (0.04 to 0.31) 0.61 

Learning, Memory & 
Recognition Composite 

− 0.07 (0.09) 0.04 (− 0.15 to 0.23) 0.04 (0.09) 0.03 (− 0.16 to 0.22) 0.09 (0.13) 0.06 (− 0.19 to 0.31) 0.98  

a From repeated-measures linear models with a fully specified (unstructured) covariance matrix and the baseline value included in the outcome vector. Covariates 
included in models: cohort, baseline age and Montreal Cognitive Assessment score. For Ns and unadjusted means, see Electronic Supplementary Table 1. 

b Estimated mean change is the difference between the follow-up and baseline adjusted means. 
c Test for group*time interaction. 
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and higher-order executive control whereas other RCTs combine tasks 
from separate domains into one score. Thus, what we gained in distinct 
cognitive domain scores may have limited our signal strength. There is 
also the possibility that the relatively small study sample and limited 
duration of the active interventions were insufficient to detect an effect 
of a MedDiet and caloric restriction on cognitive function. Two papers 
from the PREvencion con DIeta MEDiterranea (PREDIMED) study with 
larger samples, longer duration, and the similar inclusion of supple-
ments of extra virgin olive oil and/or nuts did show cognitive benefit in 
participants at high cardiometabolic risk (Martínez-Lapiscina et al., 
2013; Valls-Pedret et al., 2015). 

In a related RCT among overweight racially diverse adults with 
cardiovascular disease risk, performance on an executive function- 
memory-learning composite score significantly improved compared to 
controls following four months of aerobic exercise combined with a 
calorie restricted Dietary Approaches to Stop Hypertension (DASH) diet 
(Smith et al., 2010). Importantly, a calorie restricted DASH diet alone 
did not affect cognition. In fact, the significant effect of the combined 
intervention was mediated through improvement in cardiorespiratory 
fitness and not change in body weight or diet pattern. In a more recent 
trial, among adults with cognitive impairment and cardiometabolic risk, 
a 6-month aerobic exercise intervention with and without a DASH di-
etary pattern change had significant effects on a global measure of ex-
ecutive function compared to DASH alone or health education control 
(Blumenthal et al., 2019). The benefits of improving cardiorespiratory 
fitness on cognition are supported by several other RCTs reporting that 
inactive adults beginning an exercise program experienced cognitive 

improvement (Northey et al., 2018; Stern et al., 2019; Peven et al., 
2020). Although our MedDiet plus caloric restriction lifestyle interven-
tion included recommendations to achieve 150 min per week of mod-
erate to vigorous physical activity and included 30 min per week 
supervised physical activity, moderate to vigorous physical activity 
increased minimally. 

5. Strengths and limitations 

There are limitations to our study including a dietary assessment 
based on self-report which is a limitation that is well documented and is 
prone to recall bias and social desirability. We did not assess objective 
biomarkers to determine dietary adherence. Second, the MedDiet 
adherence score used in our study does not account for minimally vs 
highly processed foods. Food processing greatly affects the nutrient 
composition and nutritional value of MedDiet specific foods that may 
provide health benefits (e.g., vegetables, olive oil) (Hoffman and Gerber, 
2015). The generalizability of our findings is also limited by the 
enrollment of individuals self-selecting to participate in a RCT. Despite 
these limitations, our findings contribute to the field in several impor-
tant ways. First, we recruited and retained an obese, a predominantly 
non-Hispanic black female sample, which is a unique and underrepre-
sented group in prevention trials. Second, our two diet intervention 
approaches were designed to be similar in content and intensity, to 
rigorously test the addition of intentional weight loss. Third, we only 
randomized participants who had a suboptimal MedDiet score at base-
line. Fourth, the cognitive test battery chosen had significant 

Table 3 
Adjusted mean change in secondary outcomes from baseline to end of the 8-month interventions.   

Mediterranean diet plus caloric 
restriction lifestyle intervention 

Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention Control   

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Adjusteda 

Mean (SE) 
Adjusteda change from 
baseline to 8 months 

Group*Time 

Outcome Measure Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) Baseline Meanb (95 % CI) pc 

Mediterranean Diet Score 
(0–55)g 

31.9 (0.6) 6.3 (4.9 to 7.6) 33.4 (0.6) 4.8 (3.4 to 6.2) 33.4 (0.9) 0.6 (− 1.3 to 2.4) <.001d,e 

Weight, kg 103.0 (1.6) − 4.6 (− 5.6 to − 3.5) 99.1 (1.7) − 2.6 (− 3.7 to − 1.5) 98.1 (2.3) − 0.6 (− 2.1 to 0.8) <.001d,e,f 

BMI, kg/m2 37.9 (0.5) − 1.7 (− 2.1 to − 1.3) 36.6 (0.6) − 1.0 (− 1.4 to − 0.6) 36.2 (0.8) − 0.2 (− 0.8 to 0.3) <.001d,e,f 

Percent body fat 48.1 (0.7) − 1.6 (− 2.1 to − 1.1) 47.3 (0.7) − 0.8 (− 1.2 to − 0.3) 47.7 (1.0) − 0.2 (− 0.8 to 0.4) .002d,f 

Visceral adipose mass, g 1747 (94) − 147 (− 235 to − 59) 1598 (93) − 162 (− 248 to − 76) 1560 (131) 91 (− 18 to 200) <.001d,e 

Systolic BP, mm Hg 135.0 (2.1) 1.5 (− 3.2 to 6.2) 132.7 (2.1) 3.2 (− 1.5 to 7.9) 132.7 (3.0) 2.6 (− 3.7 to 8.8) 0.88 
Diastolic BP, mm Hg 80.2 (1.3) 0.2 (− 2.8 to 3.1) 79.7 (1.3) − 0.6 (− 3.5 to 2.3) 78.8 (1.9) 1.4 (− 2.6 to 5.3) 0.73 
Moderate to vigorous 

physical activity min/ 
dayh 

9.1 (0.8) 0.5 (− 1.0 to 2.0) 9.4 (0.8) 1.0 (− 0.5 to 2.5) 10.1 (1.1) − 0.0 (− 2.1 to 2.0) 0.73 

HbA1c, % 6.2 (0.1) − 0.1 (− 0.2 to − 0.0) 6.0 (0.1) − 0.1 (− 0.2 to 0.0) 6.0 (0.1) − 0.0 (− 0.2 to 0.1) 0.72 
Glucose, mg/dL 106.1 (2.8) − 0.5 (− 6.3 to 5.2) 98.6 (2.8) − 0.9 (− 6.7 to 4.8) 103.5 (3.9) − 5.9 (− 13.6 to 1.8) 0.51 
Insulin, uIU/mLi 9.6 (0.6) − 2.2 (− 3.2 to − 1.2) 10.0 (0.7) − 0.6 (− 1.6 to 0.4) 9.9 (0.9) − 0.5 (− 1.8 to 0.8) .046d,f 

HOMA-IRi 2.5 (0.2) − 0.6 (− 0.9 to − 0.3) 2.4 (0.2) − 0.2 (− 0.4 to 0.1) 2.5 (0.3) − 0.2 (− 0.6 to 0.1) 0.08 
Total cholesterol, mg/dL 188.2 (4.3) − 3.3 (− 11.9 to 5.4) 190.3 (4.4) 1.2 (− 7.4 to 9.7) 187.2 (6.1) 6.2 (− 5.1 to 17.5) 0.42 
HDL, mg/dL 60.0 (1.8) 0.4 (− 1.9 to 2.6) 57.6 (1.8) 0.4 (− 1.8 to 2.6) 60.8 (2.5) 3.9 (1.0 to 6.9) 0.11 
LDL, mg/dL 109.0 (3.8) − 3.4 (− 10.5 to 3.8) 112.0 (3.8) 1.5 (− 5.6 to 8.5) 107.0 (5.4) 2.8 (− 6.6 to 12.1) 0.51 
Triglycerides, mg/dLi 89.2 (4.1) − 3.8 (− 9.9 to 2.3) 96.1 (4.4) − 3.5 (− 9.6 to 2.5) 88.8 (5.8) − 1.7 (− 9.8 to 6.4) 0.91 
hs-CRP mg/Lj 4.7 (0.3) − 0.5 (− 1.1 to − 0.0) 3.7 (0.3) 0.2 (− 0.3 to 0.7) 3.8 (0.5) − 0.5 (− 1.2 to 0.2) 0.12  

a From repeated-measures linear models with a fully specified (unstructured) covariance matrix and the baseline value included in the outcome vector. Covariates 
included in models: cohort, baseline age and Montreal Cognitive Assessment score. For Ns and unadjusted means, see Electronic Supplementary Table 1. 

b Estimated mean change is the difference between the follow-up and baseline adjusted means, except in the case of the log-transformed variablesi. 
c Test for group*time interaction. 
d p <.05 for difference between Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction for intentional weight loss lifestyle intervention and usual diet control. 
e p <.05 for difference between Mediterranean diet lifestyle intervention and usual diet control. 
f p <.05 for difference between Mediterranean diet plus caloric restriction for intentional weight loss lifestyle intervention and Mediterranean diet lifestyle 

intervention. 
g A higher score indicates greater adherence to the Mediterranean diet. 
h Calculated using the ActiLife program; moderate to vigorous physical activity was defined as ≥ 7500 counts per minute (Lezak et al., 2004). 
i Insulin, HOMA-IR, and triglycerides were log-transformed to improve normality. Baseline means shown are estimates of the geometric means (back-transformed 

adjusted means from the model), with SEs estimated using the delta method. Adjusted mean change from baseline to 8 months and the 95 % CI were estimated using 
the method suggested by Laursen et al. (2014). 

j hs-CRP values > 10 mg/L excluded: 29 at baseline and 23 at follow-up. 
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methodological rigor, assessing several cognitive domains, rather than 
assessing only global cognition or relying on a single task screener for 
our primary outcome metric. 

In conclusion, we did not observe positive changes in cognitive 
function among older obese adults randomized to an 8-month MedDiet 
alone or MedDiet plus caloric restriction lifestyle intervention. Longer 
trials with larger samples, particularly among individuals representing a 
wider range of cognitive functioning, are warranted and will further 
confirm and explain our outcomes. 
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